Hello Campolindo Choir students and community,
It is with incredibly full eyes that I inform you the remaining Titanic shows will be cancelled.I
cannot express the multitude of emotions I am currently feeling and that you in the show surely
are as well. I don't quite have it in me to make the many obvious observations about the
parallels to Titanic nor do I want to make light of actual human loss so I will instead highlight a
few of the things that have brought me joy on this fabulous voyage - Watching the students build a community of mutual support and encouragement
- Giving students a platform to express the full gamut of human emotion and watching them
seize and relish the opportunity
- Providing an experience in which students can learn about themselves in a meaningful and
vulnerable way while feeling safe doing so
- Hearing students reach the full vocal potential from the spark we heard at auditions way back
in October
- Seeing students of all stripes collaborate, befriend, and rely on one another for a purpose
greater than themselves
- Joining students from tech, instrumental music, and vocal music to create a true behemoth of
student energy united for a common outcome
- Watching students come to life with the special and extra inspiration of just the right costume,
makeup, lighting, prop, or set piece
- Having students moved to tears over the pure beauty and insightfulness of the music as well
as the sheer terror of the story
- Uniting our broader community to coalesce around an event and a group of students in
support of their chance to experience the magic of creating art together
Students - You inspire me every day and this show is just one of the many ways you make me
feel lucky to be able to come to work. We get the opportunity to decorate time with beautiful
harmony, drama, and human expression. I am reminded how much joy I get from the process
and while losing a final opportunity to perform is heartbreaking, we all were able to grow and
learn through the process. What an incredible delight every moment has been.
For those who have purchased tickets to this weekend’s performances already, we hope you
will consider the following options:
1. Consider your ticket purchase a donation to the Campolindo Choral Fund, this donation
will be tax deductible and CCF will provide the necessary paperwork for this designation.
Our budget relies on ticket sales to offset production costs. Please fill out this form so
we can record your donations - LINK
2. Consider transferring your ticket purchase to the purchase of a DVD or digital copy of the
production. Please fill out this form if you would like to do this - LINK
3. Ask for a refund. Please fill out this form to request a refund - LINK
Mr. Roberts

